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Key Elements within the change process: Forgiveness  
 
 
Introduction  
 

 
1. Forgiveness and Covering 

 
a. What is forgiveness? 

 
There are two primary Hebrew words for forgiveness (nasa – the 
taking away of our sin”1 and salah – the offer of God’s pardon and 
forgiveness2). 
 
The primary Greek verb translated "forgive" (aphiemi) means "to 
cancel, remit, pardon, to remove the guilt resulting from 
wrongdoing.”3  It refers to the actual removal – often includes the 
form or process of canceling the debt and consequences based on 
the substitutionary death and resurrection of Christ (Matt 18:15-35; 
Luke 17:3). There are two other words used for forgiveness as well.4 
The fourth verb is (charizomai) “to exercise grace in freely forgiving.”5 
This term focuses more on the quality of the removal (Eph 4:32; Col 
3:13).  
 
So together, in reference to sin, forgiveness means "to pardon" 
(implying the heart motivation as well as the methodology).  
Forgiveness has also rightly been described as a promise of pardon, 
because when God forgives, He promises that He will never hold our 
sins against us (Jeremiah 31:34). Forgiveness involves a promise of 
pardon done both properly and with the right heart motivation (Matt 
18:35, Mark 11:25).   

 
o Chris Brauns states it this way: 6 

Concerning God’s Forgiveness: “A commitment by the one true 
God to pardon graciously those who repent and believe so that 

                                                 
1 This word also refers to the willingness to forgive (Micah 7:18) 
2 Not used of people forgiving each other but only of God forgiving man 
3 The New Linguistic and Exegetical Key to the Greek New Testament, Rogers & Rogers, (BAGD), 13..  
4 Another term is apoluo – to set free, release, pardon (Luke 6:37) sometimes used together with aphiemi (Matt 
18:27). A third term is aphesis – to pardon or cancel guilt or punishment. These terms seems to focus on the 
guilt of the wrongdoer 
5 The New Linguistic and Exegetical Key to the Greek New Testament. …”just as” to show grace by providing 
undeserved help to someone unworthy (TDNT; EDNT), 443 
6 Chris Brauns, Unpacking Forgiveness, 51,55 
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they are reconciled to him, although this commitment does not 
eliminate all consequences.” 

If we are to forgive others just as God has forgiven us (Col 
3:13), then the definition of our forgiveness of others ought to 
mirror the definition of God’s forgiveness of us. Therefore, 
Brauns defines our forgiveness of one another this way: 

Concerning Our Forgiveness: “A commitment by the offended to 
pardon graciously the repentant from moral liability and to be 
reconciled to that person, although not all consequences are 
necessarily eliminated.” 

 
(1) God's forgiveness 
 

Man needs forgiveness from God both before salvation and after 
salvation.   
 
The forgiveness needed before salvation can be called judicial 
forgiveness, because God acts as a judge, declaring us righteous 
forever and delivering us from eternal condemnation (Romans 
4:3-8; Colossians 2:13-14). 
  
The forgiveness needed after salvation can be called parental 
forgiveness, because God is now our loving Father who wants to 
free us from hindrances to our communion that unconfessed sin 
brings (Matthew 6:12; Hebrews 12:5-11; 1 Jn 1:9). 
 

(2) Our forgiveness 
 

We are to forgive one another just as God has forgiven us 
(Ephesians 4:32; Colossians 3:13), so when we pursue and grant 
forgiveness to someone, we are promising that we will "not 
remember" their sins anymore (Jeremiah 31:34).  That means we 
will never use their sin against them, so practically we are saying 
the following to the one we forgive: 
 

(1) "I will not remind you of this sin (unless it would be absolutely 
necessary to do so for your good)." 

(2) "I will not mention it to anyone else (unless it would be absolutely 
necessary...)." 

(3) "I will not allow my mind to dwell on it." 
We are commanded to forgive, so we are sinning if we refuse to 
make that promise.  Therefore forgiveness is a matter of 
obedience rather than feeling. 
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It is also sin for us to break our promise after we make it, and we 
can keep it regardless of how we feel.   
 

b. Who should we forgive? 
 

Some passages in Scripture clearly imply that we can only forgive 
those who ask for it (e.g. Luke 17:3-4), while others seem to imply 
that we should forgive everyone who sins against us, regardless of 
whether they ask for it or not or ignore and overlook many offenses 
(e.g. Mark 11:25; 1 Pt 4:8).  
 
How can we understand this apparent discrepancy?  Perhaps the 
best way is to make a distinction between the transaction of 
forgiveness and the attitude of being willing to forgive. 
 

(1) The attitude of love: always willing to forgive (“a forgiving spirit”) 
and pursuing what is needed to work towards forgiveness  

 
Even though we may not be able to fully reconcile with everyone who 
sins against us, our attitude toward them should never be one of 
anger, bitterness, resentment, or any kind of ill will.  We should also 
treat them very kindly and graciously (Romans 12:17-21).  We are 
commanded to love everyone (Luke 6:27-35), so we must desire their 
best, which means we will do everything we can to help them to 
resolve the issue (Rom 12:18) and we will always be ready to 
reconcile (e.g Psalm 86:5 says this about God).   

 
(a) Mark 11:25 
(b) Luke 23:34 
(c) Matthew 6:12-15 and Luke 11:4 
 
We can conclude from those verses (and others concerning love and 
graciousness) that any time someone wrongs us, we should pray to 
God in this way:  ("Father, you know what has happened between 
_________________ and me.  Help me to not be angry or bitter at 
him, nor to seek revenge in any way, but help me to love him and 
desire only his good.  Please work in his heart and bring him to 
repentance so that we can have a reconciled relationship.  Use me in 
any way that I can help him.")  For a believer, that help may involve a 
confrontation according to Matthew 18, and for an unbeliever it would 
involve witnessing to him if possible. 
 

(3) The transaction of forgiveness 
 
Just as God does not make His promise of pardon to people unless 
they repent (Luke 3:3; Acts 2:38), we ought not to say "I forgive you" 
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to people unless they admit their sin and repent.  Therefore the 
transaction of forgiveness is conditional in that we can only be fully 
reconciled to those who repent.  Those who refuse to repent of their 
sin are not forgiven by God (in the parental sense mentioned above) 
and so the consequences of a broken relationship with the offended 
person continue. 

 
Luke 17:3 says that our part of responsibility to those who sin against 
us is to humbly and lovingly confront them (bring it up to them), and if 
we have truly dealt with our own heart attitudes first (i.e. if we have a 
willingness to forgive heart attitude). Then, if they recognize their 
wrong and repent from it, we can be reconciled to them.  Matthew 
18:15-17 makes it clear that we cannot be fully reconciled to those 
who have not repented, because if we did we could not continue the 
process described in those verses. 

 
(4) Other issues related to whom we forgive 

 
(a) Confronting vs. "covering"7 

 
(b) Apologizing and “I’m sorry” vs. asking for forgiveness 
(c) What about Jesus forgiving from the cross or Stephen forgiving 

those who were stoning him? 
(d) What about forgiving God? 
(e) What about forgiving unbelievers? 
(f) What about forgiving dead people? 
(g) What about forgiving ourselves? 
(h)  Some say, “If you practiced this form of dealing with sin, wouldn’t 

you be confronting people around you all the time?” 
(i) Is it loving to confront or loving to not confront? (Prv 27:5-6) 
(j) What are some practical steps to approach someone who has 

possibility sinned against you?8 
 

c. How should we forgive? 
(1) Immediately (Luke 17:3) 
(2) Repeatedly (Luke 17:4) 
(3) Lavishly (2 Corinthians 2:5-8) 
(4) Why should we forgive? Gospel – Motivated!!  

 
                                                 
7 Covering in the Bible happens after the sin has been dealt with not before. Ps 32:1-5; Prov 10:12; 17:9; 19:11; 
28:13; James 5:19-20; 1 Pt 4:8. The Bible offers no list of sins to ignore and which ones to deal with.  
8 When a believer sins against you: 1. Pray for and examine yourself (Mt 7:3-5) and pray for them; 2. After 
some time, go ask questions (Prv 18:13); 3. After some time, bring the Scriptures to bear on the sin; 4. After 
some time, ask another believer or two to go with you (Mt 18:15-20); 5. If it becomes this serious, then it could 
be a whole church matter (but not because of the first sin issue but their entire life is troubling as over time their 
heart is hardened about sin in their life and they refuse to humble themselves or submit to God’s Word). 
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